New BIGFOOT Mille LK 900E Gear Driven Dual Action Polisher
Power and efficiency with the maximum control

Say hello to the latest addition to the wide range of RUPES random orbital and
rotary polishers: the Gear Drive Dual Action Polisher BIGFOOT Mille LK 900E.
The Mille, belonging to the BIGFOOT family of polishing tools, provides an optimized
balance of power, ergonomics, efficiency and capability for operators who crave a
gear driven solution. The BIGFOOT Mille delivers powerful defect removal,
versatility, and consistent performance in an ergonomic package, designed with
operator comfort and efficiency of work in mind.The revolutionary clockwise
rotational movement allows increased levels of control and comfort for the operator.
This feature distinguishes the Mille from the competitive tools which often featuring a
counter- clockwise movement that is known to increase unwanted lateral movement
and create operator fatigue.
The new BigFoot Mille LK 900E includes a progressive trigger to provide more
precise control of speed through the entire range. The trigger, together with the
variable speed dial,
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allows the operator to deliver the exact desired tool speed and to adjust quickly as
needed, without interrupting the polishing process. Every aspect of the Mille has
been considered in the design, even when the tool is not being used. Two rubber
supports are positioned on the body of the machine to keep it stable when resting
on a table or cart. The new extra long 9 meter cord, included as standard on the LK
900E, allows for better maneuverability within a work space, saving valuable steps
and eliminating the hassle of extension cords. The RUPES BigFoot Mille also allows
the use of two different pad diameters, 125mm and 150mm, making the new polisher
incredibly versatile for numerous polishing operations. The backing pad system has
been carefully engineered to maintain the same low vibration performance regardless
of the diameter of the backing pad installed.
As with all the BigFoot family of polishers, the new Mille LK 900E Gear Driven Dual
Action Polisher is offered as a complete polishing system. Newly designed foam
profiles, revolutionary new wool pad technology, and two completely new polishing
compounds, all designed to work in harmony with the unique movement of gear
driven dual action polishers have been developed and manufactured in house by
RUPES.

This latest machine from RUPES adds yet another dimension and increased
versatility to the growing line of BigFoot polishing tools.
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